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a’s C oncept o f “W in-W in C ooperation” and the 
Stage of Cooperation Between China and Kazakhstan

letkhanuly Nabizhan / Kazakhstan

the Department of Sinology, Al-Farabi Kazakh National University, Director 

Center of Modem China Studies

s one of the important world-dominating countries, puts forward internal 

gn policy concepts which exert extremely important effects on China itself 

le whole world, especially its Asian neighbors. The Republic of Kazakhstan 

г country in Central Asia, a close neighbor with the same landscapes as 

tnd a country along the Silk Road; it has a history of exchanges with China 

lousands of years long. On December 16, 1991, Kazakhstan proclaimed 

lendence. On December 27, China announced the Recognition o f  the 

fence o f  the Republic o f Kazakhstan. On January 3, 1992, the two countries 

established diplomatic relations and issued the Communique o f  the 

iment o f Kazakhstan-China Diplomatic Relations, which determined the 

iciples for the development of the relationship between the two countries.
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I. The Historical Process of a Friendly Cooperation between China 
and Kazakhstan

We believe that 25 years of relationship between the two countries has undergone 

three stages of development (Chinese scholars have also divided the development of 

the relationship between the two countries into three stages, with a slight difference 

in the period o f each stage. They believe that the period from 1992 to 1995 

represents the first stage, the period from 1995 to 2004 represents the second stage, 

and the period from 2005 to the present represents the third stage).

We believe that the period from 1992 to 1998 is the first stage of the development 

of the relationship between Kazakhstan and China. During that period, the two 

countries concluded a series of important agreements. In 1993, the two countries 

signed the Joint Statement on a Friendly Relationship between China and 

Kazakhstan, enabling the relationship between the two countries to enter a period 

of a good-neighbor relationship. In 1994, the Chinese government explained the 

principles of the relationship between China and Central Asian countries: “Good- 

neighborly relationship, peaceful coexistence, development of mutually beneficial 

cooperation, promotion of common prosperity, respect for choices of the various 

countries, non-interference in internal affairs, respect for sovereignty, and support 

for the establishment of mutual relations based on regional stability”. In July 1996, 

Kazakhstan and China published the Kazakh-Chinese Joint Statement and decided 

to upgrade the good-neighborly relationship between Kazakhstan and China to 

a relationship of cooperation and partnership in view of looking towards the 21st 

century. In 1996, Kazakhstan and China established a cooperative relationship 

in military security. In 1997, the two countries developed cooperation in oil and 

gas fields. In 1998, the two countries signed a national boundary demarcation 

agreement.
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ipmental dreams of all countries and the tide of the times. Any international 

ive and project for common development and benefit will be accepted by 

temational community if they have enough strength and sincerity to lead all 

•ies to attain their goals.

"he New Stage of Sino-Kazakhstan Win-Win Cooperation under 
Promotion of the Belt and Road Initiative

September 2013, Xi Jinping, the President of the People’s Republic of China, 

is first visit to the countries of Central Asia. In the speech at the Nazarbayev 

rsity in Kazakhstan, Mr. Xi proposed the idea of jointly building the “Silk 

Economic Belt”, which caused great repercussions. In October 2013, during 

fit to Southeast Asian countries, Mr. Xi put forward a major initiative to 

only build the “21st Century Maritime Silk Road” (hereinafter referred to as 

;elt and Road”), attracting great attention from the international community. 

Litiative is collectively referred to as the “Belt and Road”. To some extent, 

itiative is not only an important embodiment of the concept of win-win 

ration, but also an important result of win-win cooperation. President Xi 

g integrated the new concept of “win-win cooperation” into the “Belt and 

Initiative, which gained extensive praise and recognition from all countries 

the Silk Road and the participating countries. Since many developing 

ies, developed countries and even the international community proposed 

t'clopment of the “Silk Road” after the end of the Cold War, no significant 

have been achieved so far. It is surely due to many complex subjective 

jective factors. However, the main reason is that the fundamental interests 

Jure development of the countries along the Silk Road are not closely 

; what’s more, no sufficient funding and technology are made available 

larantee. Although China put forward the “Belt and Road” Initiative later, 
has made adeonate n re n a r a t in n s  in n n l i t i rn l  ^ r n i n m i c  ь н »  n u ltum i
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connectivity, unimpeded trade, currency circulation, and people-to-people links” 

formulated by China, the avocation of equality, mutual trust, inclusiveness and 

mutual learning, the win-win spirit of cooperation, and the awareness of creating a 

community of human destiny and development, which realized that safeguarding 

domestic interests in cooperation and development, is the common aspiration of the 

countries along the Silk Road and the developing countries.

So far, the “Belt and Road” Initiative and the principle of “win-win cooperation” 

have won extensive praise and positive responses, and they have achieved world- 

renowned fruitful results, which were fully demonstrated at the International 

Cooperation Summit for the “Belt and Road” Initiative held in Beijing in May, 

2017. In his speech, President Xi Jinping concluded that “China has signed 

cooperation agreements with more than 40 countries and international organizations, 

and cooperated with more than 30 countries in the cooperation for institutionalized 

capacity. In this forum, we also entered into a batch of cooperation agreements 

and action plans, and promoted the ‘Belt and Road’ trade cooperation initiative 

jointly with more than 60 countries and international organizations. All of the 

parties have achieved the effect of ‘one plus one is greater than two’ through policy 

linkage.” China’s investment in the countries along the ‘Belt and Road’ has totaled 

over 50 billion USD. Chinese enterprises have constructed 56 economic and trade 

cooperation zones in more than 20 countries, creating nearly 1.1 billion USD in taxes 

and 180,000 jobs for the countries concerned. The forum witnessed the conclusion 

of 32 bilateral and multilateral cooperation documents and corporate cooperation 

projects. These facts show that China has achieved great success in the establishment 

of new diplomatic policies on international political and economic relations.

The “Belt and Road” Initiative was proposed by China in the Republic of 

Kazakhstan, which facilitated the cooperation and win-win progress between the
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energy infrastructures and public infrastructures as developmental 

so proposed to link the policy directly with the Chinese Initiative, 

■level mutual visits between the two countries have become more 

eries of cooperation agreements have been concluded under the 

framework. In December 2014, China Premier Li Keqiang visited 

signed over 30 bilateral cooperation agreements amounting to 14 

signed the Memorandum on Jointly Promoting the Construction 

Economic Belt and reached consensus on the Sino-Kazakhstan 

mework Agreement Worth 18 Billion USD. The two countries 

:d the list of 16 early harvesting projects and 63 prospective 

; such fields as cement, steel, flat glass, mining, chemicals, energy, 

iers. When Kazakhstan Prime Minister Massimov visited China in 

wo countries signed a memorandum of cooperation on enhancing 

investments and the agreement on the capacity for cooperation 

billion. In 2015, Chinese enterprises announced 12 “greenfield 

sets for Kazakhstan, with a total investment of approximately 

As a result, China became the largest source of foreign direct 

akhstan.

kh President Nursultan Nazarbayev visited China on August 31, 

and China signed the Joint Declaration on the New Phase o f the 

trategic Partnership between the Republic o f  Kazakhstan and 

blic o f  China and the agreement regarding an inter-governmental 

ngthening their cooperation on capacity and investments, the first 

on agreement between China and a foreign country. To ensure 

a of the agreement, China set up an inter-departmental working 

shed a capacity cooperation fund, and entered into 25 agreements 

USD for 52 identified projects. The auto assembly project.
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and cement are ready to start. In the 2017 State o f  the Union Address, Kazakhstan 

President Nazarbayev urged the government to give priority to the cooperation 

projects signed by and between Kazakhstan and China.

At the International Cooperation Summit for the “Belt and Road” Initiative 

held in Beijing in May 2017, Kazakh President Nazarbayev delivered a speech, 

and believed that the implementation of the “Belt and Road” Initiative would 

surely bring good opportunities known as the new developmental model to the 

countries along the Silk Road, including the Central Asian region. He praised the 

achievements from the connection of the “Bright Road” and the “Belt and Road” 

Initiative, and suggested intensifying cooperation in the field o f “technology 

innovation” during the next step. The proposal of technological development, 

education innovation and the policy of the enhancement of national competitiveness 

in the 2017 State o f the Union Address reveals that the new policy formulated by 

the Kazakhstan President takes advantage of the “Belt and Road” Initiative for its 

implementation.

Nuryshev, a Kazakhstan ambassador to China, said that “Kazakhstan and 

China have maintained close cooperation on the implementation of the ‘Silk Road 

Economic Belt’, an important part of the ‘Belt and Road’ Initiative. At present, 

we are implementing 51 projects worth 26 billion USD in the field of cooperation 

on capacity in their cooperation with China. I believe that the successful 

implementation of these projects will not only promote the development of 

Kazakhstan, but also promote the development of the entire region”.

On August 31, 2015, the leaders o f Kazakhstan and China signed the Joint 

Declaration on the New Stage o f Comprehensive Strategic Partnership between 

the Republic o f  Kazakhstan and the People’s Republic o f China. This is a sign 

of improvement in the relationship between Kazakhstan and China under the
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ed into a new phase since the principle of win-win cooperation was 

The new stage is characterized by the fact that Kazakhstan has accepted 

nded positively to the “Belt and Road” international initiative and new 

>n principles proposed by China under the new international situation, 

r the new concept o f win-win cooperation, and developed the new 

policy of the “Bright Road” and connected it with the concept of the “Belt 

’ Initiative; since then, the relationship between the two countries has 

i trend of rapid development. As Kazakh President Nursultan Nazarbayev 

People’s Republic of China has become one of the major economic 

' Kazakhstan in terms of foreign capital, loans and the number of joint 

Under the guidance of the new concept of cooperation, there will be very 

sects of development for the bilateral relations based on cooperation and 

•elationship between Kazakhstan and China. This concept makes sure that 

operation and a win-win relationship between China and Kazakhstan under 

id Road” framework will have a demonstration effect in Central Asia.

)f Xi Jinping on Governing the Country and Dealing with Politics. Beijing: 

;uages Publishing House, 2014, pp. 30, 250, 266.

ssina.com.cn/wm/2017-05-14/doc-ifyfekhi7612864.shtml Egemen Kazakhstan,

es the Largest Source of FDI in Kazakhstan [EB/OL]. www.ft.com, 2016-08-18 (1). 

ti: Sino-Kazakhstan Cooperation on Capacity and Its Spillover Effect in the 

г “Belt and Road” Initiative. Northeast Asia Forum, 2017(1).

State of the Union Address, http://www.akorda.kz/kz/addresses/addresses_of_ 

nleket-basshysy-nnazarbaevtyn-kazakstan-halkyna-zholdauy-2017-zhylgy-31-

nitiative for Renewing Central Asia. Aikyn, 2017-05-16, page 1.
Vctive C onnection  o f the “B righ t R o ad ” and the “B elt and RnaH”
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